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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Kaelin Martin s ancestors were
sailors from the founding of the Realm. Now, the young seafarer has forsaken his family s history
and joined the War Order. Much to the consternation of his parents, he now trains to become a
soldier. His mission is to guard the human race from their traditional enemies: trolls and dwarves.
The world is at war, and the young man feels called to defend his homeland more than honor is
heritage.Goldleaf Terrorthorn is the finest young elf archer to be seen in generations. His heart
burns with anger at the recently signed peace treaty with the humans. The elf now looks for
purpose, convinced the fragile reconciliation is temporary as he is thrust in the middle of his people
s age old enemies.Aeneria is a world where every sentient being can learn magic. Armies of stout
warriors use sorcery to enhance their bodies and weapons. The hands of the gods touch the world
every day, shaping it to the benefit their loyal worshipers. A definite must read for battle
enthusiasts! Dennis Montoya, coauthor of...
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ReviewsReviews

Completely one of the best publication I actually have ever study. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this written e publication. Your
daily life span will likely be change as soon as you total reading this publication.
-- Prof. Adolph Wisoky-- Prof. Adolph Wisoky

The ebook is easy in read through preferable to understand. It is actually writter in straightforward words and never hard to understand. I realized this
publication from my dad and i encouraged this ebook to understand.
-- Dr. Fausto Jenkins Sr.-- Dr. Fausto Jenkins Sr.
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